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EDITORIAL 

On occasion Capital Philately receives a mention in the wider philatelic literature 
and it was a pleasant surprise to see a review of our journal on p.282 of The 
Philatelist - PJGB for November/December 1990. This is a premier international 
philatelic publication ~nd our journal is,,a~ter a~l, the prod~ct of a ~ingle and reJa!ively 
small society. The reviewer commented ... m spite of the mcely designed c~:>Ver It IS not 
an easy magazine to read because of the two columns of word processmg adopted. 
These are monotonously spaced and unrelieved by changes of type Iace'. 

A timely comment as our November edition, to some deg:ee, a.ddressed ti:ese 
problems,. As technology and the still rudimentary word processmg skills .of the edit?r 
(who also types up the copy) improve it is hoped that the lay-out may Improve still 
further. 

The Philatelist - PJGB also discussed the overall content of three issues of 
Capital Philately published in during 1990. The view was that there was a need 
for a greater proportion of articles .with a philatel~c content, wit~ praise for several that 
had been incfuded. Clearly the reviewer did not hke the proportion of spac~ dev?ted to 
accounts of philatelic exhibitions or the discussion of the use of computers m philately! 
The account concludes ' ... could we have more philately, with more illustrations, and m 
due course a better lay-out'. 

The commencement of a new year and The Philatelist - PJGB review provide an 
apt time to pen a few words on the editorial phil.osopi:y of C<:pi tal Phil<:tely. 
Although the national capital is an ex~ellent place m "Yhich to hv~ we are dem~d ~he 
philatelic opportunity of the state capitals to act as a JOUrnal dedicated to pu~hshmg 
material on the postal history of our 'territory'. There is, of course, scop~ for articles on 
the ACT and our region, and these would always be welcome, but there IS not the same 
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potential as for societies in say Sydney, Melbourne or Perth. Understandably few 
members are moved to concentrate on ACT material. Thus, our parish is limited. 

Further, as a society journal we rely, to a large extent, on contributions from our own 
members. Although contributions would be gratefully received from non-members. 
Capital Philately therefore, reflects the material of those members who are 
prepared to contribute. 

There are a number of topics which are not considered appropriate for inclusion. These 
includ~ descriptions of new .issues whic~ are w~ll covered by the regular monthly 
magazmes. However, newly Issued matenal (particularly from Australia Post) that is 
u~usual and poorly describ~d ~ls~where i~ reg~r?ed as suitable. An example of this 
kmd, for change of address kits, Is mcluded m tfus Issue. Ephemeral news items are also 
exclu?ed as tfiese are we~l presented in the. ~o.ciety's newsletter. Exceptions are the 
occasional account of national or local exhibitions and the recording of philatelic 
successes by members who are resident in Canberra. 

Our location in the natio!lal capital does however, provide some major philatelic 
advantages. Among these IS the access to a range of archival material. These are to be 
found in th~ Australia!l ~rchives, the National Library, the Australian War Memorial 
and ~ustraha ~ost. This Issue of Capital Philately contains articles based on such 
~rchiv~l matenal, other e~amples will be given in forthcoming numbers. A small but 
mcreasmg number. of Societ~ members have discovered the gold mine of material that 
the Canberra archives contam. I can assure you that once tne rather forbidding first 
st~ps .have been taken that you too, can become well and truly addicted. If you do you 
will fmd that Capital Philately is ready to publish the results of your research. So 
read the articles that describe the archival sources and have a go yourself. If you need 
help o~ encouragement to take those first steps do not hesitate to contact the authors of 
the articles <;>r a_ny ~ember of. the Council of the Society. Apart from those who are 
already archive JUnkies the Society has several members who are professional librarians 
who would also be pleased to offer their advice. 

So editorial thanks to The Philatelist - PJGB reviewer for some usef.ul 
comments. Capital Philately will be submitted to the national literature class of 
the . Victorian State Philatelic Exhibition in Melbourne in July and to the Second 
~atwnal New Zealand Philatelic Literature Exhibition to be held in Palmerston North 
m June. One reason for such entries is to obtain critical comments from the judges. 

Dingle Smith 

BIRDPEX90 

BIRDPEX 90, a national thematic exhibition, was held in Christchurch, New Zealand in 
December. There was one entry from the Society and we are pleased to report that Ian 
McM~hon was awarded a Bronze medal for his display, Birds on Postal 
Stat~onery. 
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THE NATIONAL LIBRARY AND PHILATELY - QUEENSLAND 

Ian McMahon 

The National Library represents ;;tn important, and la~gely under-u~i1ised, resourc~ of 
Australian philatelic and related literature. All A~stral~an book.publisher~ are reqmr~d 
to deposit a copy of each monograph th~y publish ~Ith t~e Library .which should, m 
theory, hold copies of all books on philately pubhshed m Australia. Unf?rtunately 
many philatelic texts are publ~shed by the author in smal.l numbers a~d copi~s are not 
always deposited with the Library. !'Jevertheless the Library remams an Imp?rtant 
resource, especially for Canberra residents. It holds many books that are not m the 
Society's own library and is especially important for those interested in Australian and 
Australian states stamps and .postal history. This is particularly so for gove~ment 
publications such as gazettes and parliamentary papers. Unfortunately many fmd the 
Library difficult to use as it is not possible to browse through the shelves or t<;> borrow 
books. Notwithstanding I believe that the holdings make tlie effort in consultmg them 
well worthwhile. 

To illustrate the usefulness of the Library to the philatelist, I have chosen in this article 
to examine the Library's holding of material relevant to the collector of Queensland 
stamps and postal history. 

Queensland Government Gazette 

The Library has extensive holdings of the gazettes in which were £laced official notices 
relating to the Queensland Post Office. These notices included notification of changes to 
postage rates, lists of unclaimed letters and post office tenders. They also contain new 
postaf regulations (eg rules for the conduct of and guidance of postmasters and others 
are given in the Gazette of 3 June 1880), notification of new railway parcel rates and 
regu1ations and new legislation (eg the Postage Act of 1871 in the Gazette for 16 June 
1871). 

Parliamentary Papers 

The Library has comprehensive holdings of the parliamentary papers of the 
Queensl.and Legislative AsseJ.?bly (known as ~he Votes an~ Pr?cee~ings . of the 
Legislative Assembly). These mclude papers of mterest to philatelists mcludmg the 
annual reports of the Queensland Post Office, 'Statistics of Queensland' and reports to 
the parliament on matters such as intercolonial postal conferences. The Post Office 
annual reports include lists of the rost offices, their revenue and the names of the 
postmasters as well as a summary o the annual postal contracts and changes ~o postal 
routes. 'Statistics of Queensland' includes an annual list of postage rates, details of the 
arrival dates of Queensland Royal Mail Steamers, stamp duty charges and basic postal 
statistics. 

Pugh's Almanac 

A number of issues of Pugh's almanac are held on microfiche in the newspaper room of 
the Library. These give details of postal regulations, postage rates, lists of post offices 
and the names of postmaste!s and details of mail. route~. In some is~ues the scheduled 
times of departure of the mml steamers for the Umted Kingdom are listed. 
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Monographs 

Of particular note is that the Library holds a copy of 'The Postage Stamps, Envelopes, 
Wrappers, .Postcards and Telegraph Stamps of Queensland' (which despite the title 
does not discuss the postal stationery) by Bassett Hull. Also of interest is a copy of 
'Cobb's Coach Guide' of about 1911. This lists Cobb's last coach routes in Australia 
from Queensland towns such as Thargomindah, St George and Surat to the nearest 
railhead. 

It is my hope that this short introduction will convince you that the National Library 
holds a wealth of material of interest to the philatelist. Although Queensland has been 
used as the example the Library has similar li.oldings of interest to collectors of the other 
Austra.lian states, the Commonwealth, Fiji, New Zealand and a few gems from other 
countries. 

,;-
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COMMONWEALTH OF 

STAMP PRINTING 

Sir, 

by the public;, I·beg to suggest that during the Coronation month 

the post ·cards issued. throughout the Commonwealth shall bear il. 

portrait of· ·H. K. the King, some H. M. Queen:M:ary, and some H.R.H;.1 

the Duke of Cornwall , ~.o.:be printed on the address side, and to be ·:,·. 

sold .at a ld. as uSual. I would suggest that the cards be printed 

in the following proportions:-

::::::::,:: :~ :: :~·.::":ueen 1
lit.:iV 

one-quarter of H. R. H. the Duke of Cornwall. >] 
I forward herewith specimen prints, electrotypes blocks of whi~ 

can be procured from London. I believe that.·:special s1tt1ngSof th~ 
Royal··Fa.mily were secured for these pictures, to be used in con

nection with the Coronation festivals. 

FIGURE 1 An extract from Cooke's letter of 26 Oct 1910 
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AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH GEORGE V 
CORONATION POSTCARDS: PART 1 

Ian McMahon 

The first Comm?nwealth commemorative postcards were issue~ in.1911 t<? celebra~e t~e 
coronation of King George V on 22 June of that year. As John Smfield pomts out m his 
article of May 1984 in Datestamp, the cards were printed in a variety of colours and 
with many different portraits of ~ftOGeorge, Queen Mary and the Prince of Wales 
(Prince Edward, later King Edward . In all Sinfield describes 16 readily identifiable 
designs (6 of the King, 6 of the Queen and 4 ofy Prince Edward) using 8 different frame 
types. He concludes that the cards were printed from a plate of 32 Impressions (16 of 
the King, 8 of the Queen and 8 of the Prince), each identifiable. 

The following ac.coun! is based on material from a Department of ~reasury fi~e in the 
Australian Archives m Canberra. Although not all the outstandmg questions are 
answered, further information is provided on the genesis of the issue and the problems 
faced by the Commonwealtli Stamp Printer, J.B.Cooke. The file contains 
correspondence between Cooke and his masters in the Treasury and between the 
Secretary of the Treasury and the Postmaster-General's Department. When Cooke 
needed to correspond with the Postmaster-General's Department he had first to write to 
the Treasury who then forwarded his requests to the Secretary of the Postmaster
General's Department (Justinian Oxenham). 

Cooke proposed the issue of a series of postcards to commemorate the coronation of 
King George V in a minute to the Secretary of the Treasury dated 26 October 1910. He 
suggested that cards be issued th:oughout the Commonwealth bearing the p~rtraits of 
King George, Queen Mary and Pnnce Edward. Half of the cards to show the King and a 
quarter each portraits of the 9ueen and Prince Ed 'Yard. The c~lours of the cards ~ere to 
oe varied so that the ' ... pubhc would not be contmually havmg a card of the King or 
Queen printed in the same colour'. Cooke stated that he could print the cards at a cost 
of 4/8 per thousand. An extract from the original letter from the archives, dated 18 
January 1911, is given in Figure 1. 

Cooke included samples of the illustrations to be used. These were provided by Garratt 
and Atkinson of Warwick Works, Ealing in England. Their advertisement in the 
magazine British Printer is illustrated in Figure 2. Their advertising material 
stated that the portraits could be: 

'Prepared in a var~ety of dainty bord~r~ in several sizes in best lead mo:Uded 
Electros which prmt as well as the ongmal half-tones and almost as easily. All 
may be had in any screen, any size, With or without borders or will be fitted to 
customer's own designs' 

Garrett and Atkinson offered to supply printing blocks of the designs: 

' Please note that this sample sheet is Erin ted from the best quality lead moulded 
electros as supplied. These lead moulaed electros are the best to be had., the dots 
are moulded sharp and square instead of being rounded like stereo or ordinary 
wax electro so that they print almost as well as the original half-tone' 
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TilE IlRITISl! PRINTER AflVFHTISF/IIE!\TS 

No. 3836/4 . Also in 5", 3f', 2f' and I r·. 

THE QUALITY IS UNEQUALLED, 

AND THE PRICES RIGHT AND IN

CLUDE COPYRIGHT PERMISSION. 

Sample Shecis sen/ 'Post Free on request. 

FOR GOOD HALF-TONE AND LINE BLOCKS 

AND CHARMING DESIGNS WE 

CAN PLEASE YOU. :: :: 

GARRATT & ATKINSON, 
PHOTO-ENGRAVERS '\NO DESIGNERS, 

WARWICK WORKS, EALING, 

LONDON, W. ---

T degrams : "Warwick Works, Ealing. ·· Telephone : 20 Ealing. 

GARRATT & ATKINSON'S 

CORONATION 
.... ,, 

. ' ROYAL i' .i ' I I 

PORTRAITS 
(H.M. King George V, 

H.M. Queen Mary, 

H.RH. The Duke of Cornwall). 

. Prepared in a variety of dainty borders and 
m several sizes in stock in best lead-moulded 
Electros, which print as well as the original 
half-tones and almost as easily. The impressions 
here shown are from Electros as supplied. 

No. 3835/4j". Al•o in 4'/", 3!". Z." and I}". 

Figure 2 Garratt & Atkinson's advert in the British Printer 
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On 1 December 1910, Cooke wrote to the Secretary of the Treasury requesting that the 
High Commissioner in London be asked to secure the blocks from Garratt and Atkinson 
and stated that he expected the cost to be less than £10. The specifications attached to 
the letter called for 34 blocks as advertised in the British Printer, 18 of the King 
(2 without border, the other 16 to be varied as much as possible), 8 of the Queen and 8 
of Prince Edward. The size of the blocks was not to exceed 3.25 x 2.5 inches and the 
general style of the blocks was to be varied as much as possible with the screen in the 
background of some to be lighter than others. The blocks were to be securely packed 
and care taken to ' ... counteract the effect of salt air on the surface of the blocks'. A mock
up (see Figure 3) of the postcard was included using a South Australian postcard with 
the heading altered, and with an impression of the 1d red full-face stamps with an 
illustration from Garratt and Atkinson's samples pasted onto the card. The Secretary of 
the Treasury wrote to the High Commissioner in London, on 9 December 1910, asking 
him to secure a quote for the blocks from Garratt and Atkinson. 

The quote, of 18 January 1911, from Garratt and Atkinson was for £11/9/9 for 34 
electros as requested by Cooke (5 sorts with and without borders of the King, 4 sorts of 
the Queen and 2 of Prince Edward) or £23 for 34 original half-tome blocks (18 of the 
King in 7 different sorts, 8 of the Queen in 4 sorts and 8 of the Prince in 3 sorts). They 
also advised that the blocks for the design featuring both the King and Queen could not 
be supplied as the copyright was held by Messrs W and D Downey who were already 
under contract for the designs to be used as postcards. The blocks of the King and 
Prince Edward were taken from photographs, that for the Queen was from a drawing. 
The High Commissioner, in a letter 20 January 1911, advised of his decision to accept 
the latter option. The High Commissioner advised the Treasury in a letter of 17 
February 1911 that the blocks had been delivered and had been shipped aboard the 
RMS Orvieto which had sailed for Australia on that day. A receipt for the blocks was 
enclosed with the letter as well as proofs of the portraits. These were not retained in the 
Treasury file and were presumably forwarded to Cooke. 

As mentioned above, Sinfield (1984) identified 32 different cards. The source of this 
number is clear from Cooke's specifications for the printing of the cards and from the 
quote provided by Garratt and Atkinson. Nothing in the Treasury file however, sheds 
any light on whether or not a second plate was used bl Cooke m the printing of the 
cards or indeed, whether or not Cooke made use of al the 34 blocks from England. 
Cooke had originally planned to print enough coronation cards to last the month of 
June based on the average consumption of the 1d postcards per month in each state. He 
therefore asked the Post Office to supply these details. Oxenham replied in a letter, 
dated 5 December 1910, that the average value of rostcards used in a month was £841 
in New South Wales, £314/2/0 in Victoria, £325 in Queensland, £861 in South Australia, 
£150 in Western Australia and £187/10/0 in Tasmania. Thus the Australia- wide 
average monthly consumption of postcards was £2681/12/0 worth or 643,584 cards. 

In a minute of 20 December to the Secretary of the Treasury, Cooke advised that he 
would need to order 50 reams of postcard board. Five quotes had been received from R 
R Woolcott & Co, Middows Bros, Edward Dunlop & Co, Sands and McDougall and 
William Detmold Ltd. Of these Middows Bros quote of 37/3 per ream was the lowest 
and was accepted by the Treasury on 31 Decemoer 1910. A further order for 100 reams 
of postcard board was placed with Middows Bros on 22 March 1911. 

In a minute of 6 March 1911 Cooke asked that the Deputy Postmasters-General indicate 
the number of cards they required. He also advised that the cost of the cards to the 
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Postmaster-Generals Department would now be 5/- per thousand due to the higher 
than expected cost of the blocks for the printing of the portraits. · 

To be continued. 

! 
·I 

l 
~-------- ·--

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. 

0:e a tli -~,, ' ,.. ··alta: 

l=>OST CAI~D. 
THE ADDRESS ONLY TO BE WRITTEN HERE. 

AUSTRALIA. 

POST CARD. 

A~<)RESS ONLY ON THIS SIDE 

OF CARD. 

____ .. ...! 

Figure 3 The proposed Coronation postcard and issued version. 
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USING THE AUSTRALIAN ARCHIVES AS A PHILATELIC RESOURCE TELEGRAPH 
PUNCTURES 

J.Grant 

The archives of the Commonwealth and state governments include much material of 
relevance to philately in the form of files, maps, plans and photographs. Some material 
is directly pertinent to particular Commonwealtn or state issues. Otner records provide 
important mformation on the workings of the Postmaster General's Departments of the 
Australian colonies and the Commonwealth and on the printing and production 
processes used for Australian stamps. 

The purpose of this article is to encourage the use of the archives as a philatelic 
resource, particularly the (Commonwealth) Australian Archives. Each state also 
maintains archival holdings, although the procedures for their use are different to those 
described in this article 

Most records in the Australian Archives relate to Commonwealth activities since 1901. 
However, there are significant holdings of nineteenth century material relevant to the 
functions transferred to the Commonwealth, including postal responsibilities, upon 
federation. 

Australian Archives has offices in Canberra and in each state capital. At all of these 
locations, public access is available to records. Although appointments are not strictly 
necessary, it is useful to make prior arrangements to visit fhe archives to avoid busy 
periods and check that the staff, where necessary, will be available to provide 
assistance. Archival records available for public inspection are those which are at least 
thirty years old and which have been examined and cleared for public access. 

Searching for particular records is facilitated by use of the Archive's computerised data 
base. The Australian National Guide to Archival Material (ANGAM) is a system which 
contains details of records held by the Australian Archives and by the Australian War 
Memorial and which have been examined for public access. For each record, ANGAM 
includes a title for the subject matter covered by the records, date range, access decision, 
location and accession number. A search of the data base can be made using one or 
more key words and a facility exists to narrow the area of a search, eliminating 
irrelevant material. The data base is straightforward to use and a new searcher can fee1 
quite at home with the system within a few minutes. 

Once the searcher has identified required items on the ANGAM system, he/she can 
request to inspect the appropriate files or records, providing they have been cleared for 
public access and that tli.ey are held locally. Once records are provided to the searcher 
for inspection, photocopies of papers can generally be made available for a small fee. 
Archival records cannot be transferred inter-state although arrangements can be made 
(for a fee) to engage a search agent at the other location or to have copies made of the 
relevant material 

Where ANGAM contains no information on a particular subject, it may be that the 
relevant records exist but have not been examined by the Archives staff. In such cases, 
the searcher can obtain advice from the Australian Archives staff on procedures for 
identifying and arranging clearance of the material- this may take up to ninety days. 
Where records have been closed to public inspection, on payment of a fee, a searcher 
can arrange for a review of that decision. 
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One of the delights (and frustrations) in using the Australian Archives is that it is so 
easy to become side-tracked by fascinating material which has little relevance to the 
original point of one's enquiries. The material described below was found by accident in 
a search for quite unrelated material. After searching ANGAM for the key words 
'postage stamps', I had narrowed the search to those records which included the words 
'puncture(d)' and 'perfora(te/ted/tion). The resultant list of files included one relating 
to telegraph punctures and, being curious, I read the file. The information it contained 
is worthy of record and forms the basis of the following account. 

TELEGRAPH PUNCTURES 

In October 1903, a stamp dealer who operated the Victorian Stamp Market in Flinders 
Lane, Melbourne, notified the Postmaster-General's Department of a possible 
irregularity in relation to traffic in used postage stamps. Two stamps of £1 and £2 value 
had been offered to the dealer by a customer. The dealer, on noticing that the stamps 
bore the impress of the GPO obliterating stamp, detained the young customer and 
contacted the Department. 

The subsequent investigation carried out by the Department established that the stamps 
had been removed from bulk postage dockets. As far as the head office of the 
Department was concerned, the proper procedures required that all dockets with 
obliterated stamps (these included bulk postage dockets, telegrams and vouchers used 
for collect-on-delivery telegrams) were to be forwarded to the Accounts Branch to be 
checked before being put into safekeeping. The accumulated dockets were then to be 
destroyed at certain intervals. Obviously, these procedures had not been observed in 
relation to the two stamps offered to the dealer. 

~C?ll?wing_ CC?mpletion of the investigation, in August 1905, a memorandum referring to 
Illicit traffic m defaced postage stamps on telegrams and other telegraphic documents, 
was sent from the Department's head office to all state Deputy Postmasters-General 
(oddly, this memorandum made no mention of bulk postage dockets). The 
memorandum noted that although such stamps had served tneir original purpose in 
connection with the collection of revenue, the matter was serious in that: 

. the stamps are the property of the PMG and the taking of them is larceny, more 
particularly as they have a sale value and are therefore valuable property: 

. ~s postage stamp~, whether i~tact or def~ced, are not sold by th~ Department below 
their face value (this seems to Ignore specimen and some CTO Issues - ed), officers 
cannot under such circumstances be allowed to steal the property of the PMG for the 
purpose of under-selling him; and 

. to sell any stamp for less than its value is a fraud upon the revenue. 

The state Deputy Postmasters-General were therefore instructed that: 

. only authorised officers are allowed access to documents having stamps attached; 

. immediate action be taken to have all such stamps perforated, before they are put 
away, in such a manner as to absolutely destroy their saleable character; and 

. ~hat all stamped documents be ultimately destroyed in the presence of at least two 
officers. 
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The Victorian (regional) office of the Department responded later that month, noting 
that, with regard to the stamps on telegrams, the higher values (5/ -~ £1 and £2)_ have 
been punctured in addition to the messages themselves, th~ latter bei~g dealt v.:-Ith by 
machme to prevent the possibility of their being resubmitted. The mference m this 
response was that _such stamp~ we.re already being_ pun~tured prior to the August 
instruction. Obseqmously, the VIctonan response contmued. 

'In order to comply with the instruction t~at all.stamps m~s~ be punctured a 
messenger was specially told C?ff under the Immediate superviSIOn of the_Search 
Officer for the purpose, and with punch and mallet was I<ept fully occupied for 
two days in puncturing <;me day's n;essages'. 

The Victorian office wondered If perhaps It was stnctly necessary to puncture stamps of 
the smaller denominations. 

A similar suggestion was received from the New South Wales office which explained 
that over 8,000 messages were received d~ily and that it had been found that the one 
available officer, with the present machmes, could not perfo_rate ~ore tha~ 2,500 
messages per day, as care had to be exercised not _to destroy their text. That office also 
noted that all stamps fixed to telegrams, and havmg a value <?f gr~ater than 2/6, had 
been punctured since the introd~cti?n of the system of prepaymg, m stamps, the costs 
of transmitting telegrams to destmatlons beyond the Commonwealth. 

The NSW office also noted that most stamps on telegrams were of 6d, 9d and 1 I
values, for which present philatelic markets were 9d per hundred, 1/- p~r d'?zen and 3d 
per dozen respectively. That office suggested that these values offered1Ittle mducement 
for illicit traffic. 

Bowing to the wisdom of these representa~ons, b~t insistent on having its own way, at 
least in part the Department's head office advised the state Deputy Postmasters
General m October 1905 that the earlier August instruction was henceforth to apply 
only to stamps of the value of 2/- or over. 

Apart from its humour, the correspondence is interesting. First, it fleshes out the histo~ 
of telegraph punctures and shows that they were ver~ m~ch a conseguence of deman s 
made by philately. Mote importantly, ~he recor~s highlight th<;tt _different _states u~ed 
different practices, well beyond federation, an~ Illustrate the difficulty of mtroducmg 
uniform rules which were to apply to the prevwusly separate and autonomous postal 
administrations. 
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SPECIALIST PHILATELIC SOCIETIES 
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY LTD 

Ian McMahon 

The British North America Philatelic Society Ltd (BNAPS) is an international 
organization devoted to the collection and study of the stamps and postal history of 
Canada and the pre-confederation Canadian colonies of British Columbia and 
Vancouver Island, Newfounland, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island 
and Canada (now the provinces of Ontario and Quebec). The society was founded in 
1943 ~nd has over 1300 members worldwide although the vast majonty reside in north 
Amen ca. 

The society publishes a bimonthly fifty-two page journal which covers all aspects of 
Canadian philately but with special emphasis on postal history. The journal is well 
illustrated and recent issues have included articles on the Canada-West Indies mail 
service, Newfoundland postal stationery, dead letter office cancellations and varieties of 
the 8c centennial definitive. Regular features include 'sketches of BNAPSers', 'the study 
group centerline', 'regional group rambling', book reviews and the usual infmmation 
for members. 

The society has a comprehensive range of study groups covering most areas of 
Canadian philately including perfins, rostal stationery and adhesive stamps. The latter 
include study groups on the centennia definitives, the map stamp, the small queens, re
entries ~nd posta9e dues. Other sroup~ specialise in revenues, milit~ry mall, railway 
post offices (RPO s), postmarks (mcludmg groups for the squared cucle and duplex 
cancellations), fancy, roller, slogan and flag cancels, transatlantic mail, Prince Edward 
Island and Newfoundland. All of these study groups publish their own newsletters 
which are a goldmine of information for the specia1ist. For example, the postal 
stationery study group publishes 'Postal Stationery Notes' which has mcluded recent 
articles on plating the Iirst Canadian postcards and Canadian Express advice cards. The 
'Slogan Box', for collectors of slogan postmarks, has included articles entitled 'Canada's 
First Slogan Postmark, 'Slogan Gems', 'Adding Interest to Slogan Collecting' and 'Fun 
with Slogans'. The Small Queens Newsletter has included articles on the 'scars on the 
neck flaw: and Toronto cork cancellations. An additional charge is made for 
membership of each study group but a year's subscription to one group is included in 
the first year's membership. 

The society has a network of regional groups throughout north America. In addition it 
maintains an extensive library, a book sales de:J?artment and conducts an exchange 
circ~it. It al~o runs ~n annual convention which includes a competitive display, 
busmess sesswns, social events and is attended by dealers. These conventions are of 
course, held in either Canada or the USA. 

. Further details of BNAPS are available from the secretary: 
C.McGregor, 6312 Carnarvon St. Vancouver BC, V6N 1K3, Canada 

The current subscription rate is $CDN 22.00 per annum. In addition, a small joining 
fee _is payable - the exact am~:m~t p~yable on applying for membership depends on 
which quarter of the year apphcatwn IS made. 
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AUSTRALIAN CHANGE OF ADDRESS KIT 

Ian McMahon 

On 9 October 1990, Australia Post released a 'Change of Address Kit' to assist people 
moving house with the often onerous task of notifymg others with their new address. 
The kit includes 15 pre-stamped envelopes, twen,ty change of address notification cards, 
a booklet on handy hints on moving (includmg 'planning your move', 'correctly 
addressed mail' and a check-list of who to notify of the cnange of address) and a 
redirection form. The cards come in two types, the first for use to businesses such as 
credit cards or insurance companies which provide space for account and credit card 
numbers and the other for use to friends and relatives. The price of the kit includes a 
discount on the cost of redirecting mail with the enclosed redirection form stating that: 

' ... the use of this application entitles private applicants and specified pensioners 
to a $1.50 discount off the cost for the first chargeable month of redirection'. 

The pre-stamped envelope in the kit is 115mm by 160mm in size and is non
denominated being inscribed 'Postage Paid Australia'. It prepays postage for delivery in 
Australia with additional postage payable for delivery outside Australia. The envelope 
is printed in red on yellow paper with the stamp area featuring a stylized house with 
the inscriftion 'Change of Address Notification' in the upper left hand corner. 
Individua envelopes are only available by mail order from tl1e Australian Philatelic 
Bureau at a cost of SOc each. 

In contrast to countries such as New Zealand and Canada which have provided change 
of address cards which can be used without cost to the public, Australia Post has 
decided to follow a different course to ensure that there is no loss of revenue. 

.--------. 
CHANGE OF 
. ADDRESS 

NOTIFICATION 
•--------· 

POSTCODE 

DODD 
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A FAVOURITE COVER 

Paul Barsdell 

I would preferred to have entitled this contribution 'an interesting cover' rather than the 
usual'favourite cover'. This is because I do not have a particular emotional attachment 
to any single cover in my collection. 

Pan American Airways (PAA) began its trans-Pacific route in 1937 but, until 1940, it 
was little, if at all used for the carriage of mail from Sarawak or Malaya to the United 
Kingdom. This was because its rates were higher than those of Imperial Airways Ltd 
(the cheapest) or KLM (Royal Dutch Airlines). Between 1940 and the suspension of the 
trans-Pacific clipper service following the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbour on 6 
December 1941, some mail sent to the United Kingdom across the Pacific has been 
recorded from Malaya and an even small number from Sarawak. 

The airmail cover illustrated below, was sent from Sarawak to the United Kingdom and 
was postmarked in Kuching on 29 Ausust 1940. Air mail rates across the Pacific 
changed frequently and the $2.40 frankmg has been recorded between 1 July and 
November 1940 for Malaya and Sarawak. The cover is endorsed 'B.O.A.C. & Pan
American Trans- /Pacific & Trans Atlantic Airways'. The route was from Sarawak to 
Singapore by sea and then by BOAC to Bangkok and Hong Kong. It was then 
transferred to the Pan American trans-Pacific clipper service to the USA and thence to 
Lisbon, Portugal on the trans-Atlantic service. From Lisbon it was carried to Bristol, 
England by KLM under contract to BOAC. 

The cover is of additional interest because it was addressed personally by the Rajah of 
Sarawak, Charles Vyner Brooke, and signed by him on front and back. A Sarawak 
rubber handstamp censor mark, in its worn state, is shown on the front. However, the 
cover would not have been opened by the censor because it was the Rajah's mail and 
was endorsed as such. Why the Rajah sent this cover, and several others, across the 
Pacific at the highe~ PAA rate is unknown. Whatever the reason, it does provide an 
example of this seldom used route to the United Kingdom. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH REVENUES by J.BAREFOOT & A.HALL 

The fourth edition of this catalosue was published in late 1990. It is the only modern 
comprehensive listing of adhesive revenue stamps for the British Commonwealth 
although those who are unfamiliar with the work should note that is does not include 
the revenues of Great Britain. These are described in Great Britain Revenues by 
Booth. 

The collecting of revenue stamps, and other forms of cinderella material, is a growth 
area in philately. This is true Within Australia and overseas and has been given further 
impetus by inclusion in competitive exhibitions. In Australia state and national 
exhibitions have incorporated Cinderella classes for many years while at the 
international level fiscals were introduced, on an exl?erimental level, at New Delhi in 
January 1989. There is little doubt that revenue collectmg is here to stay. 

The publication of British Commonwealth Revenues by Barefoot and Hall has 
played a key role in this resurgence. The text lists all known adhesive revenues in 
catalogue form with prices for all items. There is basic information on watermarks, 
perforation and date of issue accompanied by prolific black and white illustrations. For 
those who like to browse there is fhe fascination of the range of purposes for which 
stamps were issued. Examples of the more exotic are those for dog ficences (Ireland 
1865), matches (India, date unknown), passports (Sudan 1927) and the fruit and 
vegetable levies (Queensland 1940's). In some cases revenue stamps consist of 
overprints on issues intended for postage. 

For collectors of Australian states the I?,ublication is of particular interest as for South 
Australia and Victoria it is the only available comprehensive listing. For the other states 
and territories (including the ACT) it provides a convenient summary of material that is 
described in detail elsewhere. 

The catalogue contains estimates of prices, given in sterling. These are especially useful 
as the pub1ication is not intended as a price list of matenal held by the authors. The 
publication of a fourth edition in a period of less than ten years is not only a reflection 
of the enthusiasm of the authors but indicates the additional information that has 
become available. There is no other field of philately where new discoveries can so 
easily be made. The introduction to the fourth edition flags the possibility that future 
editions may incorporate imperforate embossed issues. 

Brit ish Commonwealth Revenues is most easily obtained from the: Glass Slipper 
PO Box 62 YORK Y01 1 YL UK 

The J?rice is £15.00, if payment is sent with the order this includes sea mail postage and 
packmg. For those whose interest is such that they cannot wait three months for sea 
mail to arrive, the additional airmail cost is £4.50. If you are a keen collector of 
Cinderella material an excellent and extensive auction catalogue can also be obtained 
from the Glass Slipper. 

Dingle Smith 
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COBB & CO: COACHING IN QUEENSLAND BY DEBORAH TRANTER 

Published by the Queensland Museum in 1990, Cobb & Co: Coaching in 
Queensland by Deborah Tranter is an enthralling account of the development, and the 
decline, of Cobb & Co in Queensland. The Company's beginnings in tne goldfields of 
Victoria are well known. However, it was in Queensland that the Company exerted its 
greatest influence. Commencing in 1866 with the Brisbane to Toowoomba route, its 
coaching network soon crisscrossed the state providing important communications and 
transport services for the early settlers. As the railway network developed, Cobb & Co 
linked towns not on a railway line to the nearest railhead. Ms Tranter's book begins 
with a brief discussion of the beginnings of Cobb & Co in the southern states and then 
examines the move to Queensland in 1866 and the establishment of the southern 
Queensland coaching routes. Following chapters discuss the expansion of the network 
throughout Queensland. There are also chapters on the Company and its fortunes, the 
men who served it (especially the coach drivers), the coaches, the horses that pulled 
them and the coach factory at Charleville. The last route to be served by a Coho & Co 
coach, the Surat to Yuleba route, is given a chapter to itself. Coaches ran on this route 
until replaced by motorised transport in 1924. 

Cobb & Co played a significant part in the delivery of mail in Queensland until the 
Company went into liquidation in 1929, successfully holding many mail contracts. Ms 
Tranter points out that the mail contracts were an important part of the Company's 
business ensuring a steady income regardless of fluctuations in the passenger traffic. 
The contracts required that the coacnes adhere strictly to their timetables as the 
Company could be penalised for unjustified delays to the mail. In the chapter on the 
Surat to Yuleba route, Ms Tranter describes the collection of mail by the coacn driver en 
route: 

'The first stop on the journey was nine kilometres from Surat at John Neill's mail box on 
Frogmoor. Mail and parcels were delivered to these boxes nailed to trees at coach 
height so the drivers did not have to get down. The drivers carried a loose letter bag for 
mail collected on the trip which would later be posted in Yuleba' 

The book is extensively illustrated with photographs of coaches and coaching 
equipment. Many of the coaches illustrated are packed high with the baskets used for 
carrying mail and one is depicted departing from the Charleville post office. Of 
particular interest to postal historians is the appendix on Cobb & Co's coaching routes. 
This lists the terminals for each route, the distance travelled, the coach frequency, the 
drivers known to have been employed on the route, and the years the service orerated. 
It also notes whether mail contracts were held for the route and gives the mai service 
number and the years for which the contracts were held. Cobb & Co frequently lost 
mail contracts to other bidders especially during the period 1904-1906 but would 
continue to operate coaches in an attempt to undercut the competitor. 

While Cobb & Co: Coaching in Queensland is not specifically about the mail 
services, the importance of Cobb & Co's contribution to the postal history of 
Queensland, makes the book interesting reading for anyone interested in the postal 
history of that state. 

Ian McMahon 
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